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Reactivate, Hybridize, Connect

Polígono industrial

Polígono industrial

Corredor ferroviario
Casco residencial
Villa de Vallecas

SCALES: XL/L - territory / urban + architecture
TEAM REPRESENTATIVE: Architect / urbanist / landscaper
SITE FAMILY: MAKING PROXIMITIES - Third spaces in-between
LOCATION: Calle Gran Vía del Este 80, Madrid
POPULATION: 8,053 inhabitants
STRATEGIC SITE: 150.92 Ha
PROJECT SITE: 21 Ha
SITE PROPOSED BY: Madrid City Council
ACTORS INVOLVED: Madrid Regional Government, Madrid City

Council and Private

OWNERS OF THE SITE: Madrid Regional Government
COMMISION AFTER COMPETITION: Planning Project
(Plan Director, PERI, etc.), other

HOW CAN THE SITE CONTRIBUTE TO THE PRODUCTIVE CITY?

CITY STRATEGY

The transformation of public land in an area designated for business activity
on the basis of a more democratic, inclusive and socially and environmentally
sustainable model. The revitalisation of an industrial estate, an obsolete production zone, alongside a university campus and a hospital.
The aim is to turn this into a new area that consolidates the city’s complexity
with a mix of uses and services and generates an urban fabric with citizenrelated activities in synergy with the hospital.
The site is a large, undeveloped space around the hospital. A new planning
proposal should be a value-adding opportunity for the area that enhances the
hospital, resolves the connections with the existing urban fabric and turns it
into a pole of attraction.

One of the primary goals of the City Council is to make the consolidated city more habitable, equitable and cohesive. Fifteen of Madrid’s
21 districts have a high level of vulnerability and are priority targets
for action. The Madrid Recupera Plan, an Urban Regeneration Strategy, has been designed with an action programme that adopts an
integrated approach to planning, mobility, public spaces and social
and environmental challenges. The strategy has identified this site as
an area of opportunity, an urban void pending the definition of its future and its integration with the urban fabric. A series of projects are
currently being implemented in this area to act as a driving force for
the activation of a pole of attraction for new, innovative activities. The
"Reinventing Cities" competition and the European Civitas Eccentric
project.
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SITE DEFINITION

HOW IS PRODUCTION CONSIDERED IN THE URBAN DIVERSITY PROGRAM?

The site is a large expanse of vacant land around the Infanta Leonor Hospital, opened
in 2010. It is zoned in the current planning regulations for facilities. The mound-shaped
plot is surrounded by two large infrastructures: to the north, the A3 motorway and to
the south, a railway line that cut it off from the Santa Eugenia neighbourhood.
The study area is the monofunctional, unstructured Palomeras Estate. In the north
there is a university campus that lacks the urban presence that a campus of this size
should have. In the middle of the area there are two planning zones, API 18.09 Santa
Luisa for business activity and APR 18.02 Vallecas Substation, for residential uses.
These are vacant lots in which the urban development and building process has not
begun. The entire study area is cut off from the urban fabric by two motorways (M-40
and A-3) and a railway line.

The potential of this area resides in its excellent location in the consolidated urban fabric and its possible utility as a connection
and agglutination point for the adjacent residential suburbs; its conversion into a place where innovative production areas are integrated with a new planning approach that encourages mixtures of uses. The main problem is that the surrounding large-scale
infrastructure -motorways and railways- acts as a physical barrier that cuts it off from its environs. Connections (currently nonexistent) must be created with the adjacent urban fabric, and the study area must be converted into a hub that combines mixed
uses, not only in the land but also in the actual buildings that are designed, diluting the barriers between public facilities and activity, recreation-socialisation and work.
The challenge is to take advantage of the strategic location of this area in the city, develop ‘containers’ with a layout that can
cope with innovative forms of production, exchanges of goods, facilities, residence and third spaces, proposing new environmental treatments, sustainable mobility that connects these new containers to the adjacent urban areas and suggesting a way to
make these new uses seem closer to citizens, incorporating them on the scale of the local neighbourhood.
All of this should act as a catalyst to improve the configuration of the district.
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Project site in relation to Villa de Vallecas

Infanta Leonor Hospital view from project site

Site view in relation to Palomares Estate

Project site view from Infanta Leonor Hospital

